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Bone marrow transplant promotion campaign musical "Gateway to Tomorrow", which was first
performed on February 1, 1994 and celebrates its 25th anniversary this year. Through the
musical they want to convey as many people as possible that bone marrow transplant can save
more lives. This year “Gateway to Tomorrow” entered its164th performance and more than 3000
people enjoyed the three public performances on August 30 and 31. In additional to performing
as dancers in the musical, many international students participated as musical production staff.

Musical "Gateway to Tomorrow"

Feeling accomplishment

~Performing in a HIP HOP dance scene!~

when the music I mixed fills the venue
Tokyo school of music and dance
PA Engineer
（1st year）

Osaka College of Dance and Acting
Professional Dance（1st year）

ZUO MINGXING

CHOI JAE SEONG

Taiwan

Korea Cheongra High School

Osaka University of Tourism

I performed as a dancer in the musical “Gateway to Tomorrow” held at
Symphony Hall! I came from China, and first went to a tourism university to
study tourism. I
liked dancing so I was doing dance a
bit, but I seriously started to learn
dance in this Osaka College of Dance
and Acting. In this musical event, I
performed as a dancer in a HIP HOP
dance scene. Being able to dance on
this big stage with many students was
really amazing. In the future, I would
like to run a dance studio as a dance
instructor in China, and use my
knowledge of tourism to further
Everybody became one！
enhance Chinese entertainment!
滋慶国際交流 COM

I was in charge of the audio operations during the musical of the group
Gospel Ensemble. It was a section that dealt with the voices and sounds of
a lot of people in the musical, so it was rewarding and I felt a sense of
accomplishment and joy when hearing the
sounds I mixed filled the hall and deliver it to the
public. I was nervous because this is my first
operations for the general guest , but after
receiving the careful advices of my seniors and
teachers, I was able to focus on what I had to do.
Originally, I wanted to become a drummer, but
my family wanted me to become an engineer or
do technical work rather than a musician, and
since I wanted to do a job related to music, I aim
to become a PA engineer. I am happy I was able
to study how to operate live performances.
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TOKYO GAME SHOW 2019
Tokyo Game Show ～ Four Days of Sweat and Tears～
Tokyo Design Technology Center College
Game Planning/Scenario（2nd Year）

BAI PEI NONG
China

Xi'An PeiHua College

September 12 to 15, the Makuhari Messe Event Hall hosted the Tokyo Game Show 2019. While many well-known companies announced new games, we
were very excited to show the VR game and the bodily sense games at the Game School Zone. Our school-TECH.C, with ten years of consecutive intend,
exhibited VTuber, which was very popular last year.The main features were the pop and colorful TECH.C. official character "Terry and Clara", they were
projected on the front monitor to introduce the 11 works exhibited. This year, not only PC
and smartphone games, but VR, Kinect, and bodily sense type games using mirror displays
were very popular. With a wide variety of games on display, Mr. Bai was the leader and
planner of this picture scroll style game "Tangkoku Yusen Ki",This is his first time to
participate in TGS. "It was impressing that team members talked over actively and did have
some arguement at times, but that abled us to make higher quality game."he said.
As for the future goal, "At Tokyo Game Show 2019, the customer's reaction was directly
visible, which inspire me to make my production in a good way. Next year I would like to
introduce my A-game to everyone next year."
This year was exciting also!

Memorial photo with everyone

15 years of consecutive participation! Best of Tokyo Game Show 2019
Tokyo Comunication Arts College
Game Programmer（1st year）／ Game Graphics&Character
（3rd year）

LIN XING

TAN BOH SHEH

China

Malaysia Enrolled directly from abroad

Yono Gakuin Japanese Language School

（TAN)Creek & River CO., LTD ：Designer

On September 12 to 15 TCA has consecutively attended Tokyo Game Show 2019 held at Makuhari Messe.
Due to outstanding presentation at the booth, had 262,000 people, 40 nations and 655 companies as
visitors. Tan intended at the booth as student staff. Tan was outstanding there as he could speak
Japanese, English, and Malasian. Exhibited illustrations in first and second year of the school and
[Retribution] on third as his graduation project. This year, amazingly has done all the work by himself from
character to programing. [Retribution] is an satisfying action game with smooth and stylish response. He
said "It was great experience being complicated by large action game company″. Also said "My dream is
to become a active generalist whom can have my own booth at the game exhibitions. Lin, who has
intended the TGS as first year student was in part of making "Neo-sensual VR sports fighting game″. He
was in charge of bug-testing, movement checks and management that day. He enthusiastically said "It was
very happy to see a lot of people play. I will continue progressing to not just manage but exhibit my own
game!″.We hope to excite the industry together.

Tokyo Game Show 2019

Tan explaining game to booth visitors

VR game Lin participated

Tokyo Game Show TCA Booth

～Outstanding International Students～

OCA Osaka College of Design & IT
Game Graphics & Character
／ Game Graphics & Character
／ Game Programmer
／ Super Game Creator（2nd year）
（3rd year）
（3rd year）
（3rd year）

HONG CHI TUN

VINCENT FERRANDY

XU ZI QING

WANG TIAJI

Taiwan
Japanese Communication International School

Indonesia
Kyoshin Language Academy

China
ECC Kokusai College of Foreign Languages

China
Tokyo Waseda Foreign Language School

OCA Osaka College of Design & IT again has intended the Tokyo Game Show, with great works of International students. Hong and Xu,
have actively took care of visitors, have said that experience of talking to a lot of Japanese people have changed to confidence. Also,
Vincent, have produced BGM and Ranking of exhibited VR game, and Wang, was chosen within students to exhibit his own game. Both of
them were exited after watching people happily played their creations, ans said "Want to keep on making games that people can feel
happy and smile".

Hong corresponding to visitors

Xu corresponding to visitors

Vincent
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CORPORATE PROJECT
Outstanding Performance Award from Corporate Project
Osaka College of Culinary Arts
Patissier（2nd Year ）

HUNG XSIN YU

PU HAN

DU WEI

Taiwan

Taiwan

China

From Chat noir Co., Ltd which has many popular stores at Osaka, we received a
company project named "Design an event by you´re selves and propose a product to
become it´s core". Our students worked on it as part of their seminar. International Outstanding Performance Award
students team out of those after trial and error, took on product development, and won Outstanding Performance Award.
On this corporate project, they worked on making an original cake matching the task. Planning the cake was hard to think
balance of taste and design. But because we received Award through hard work, were able to feel the sense of
accomplishment, which became valuable experience.

Production

Presentation of product to Corporate

Product that received the award

Went MV Shooting with Professional Staﬀ!
Tokyo Film Center College of Arts
Movie/Video Editing Course（1st year）

SUPAKARN ANAKKAWEE
Thailand

Tamagawa International Language School

[FESTIVAL OUT×FUJIMAKI RYOTA(Remioromen) was held as industry-school collaboration event on August
10. Students have intended as production, acoustics, lighting staffs, and filmed MV in school. I have
participated as lighting staff this time. Place of filming was 8F studio and rooftop. I at first thought filming at
rooftop would not be artistic in visual, but by using the camera crane, taking the view beautifully from the Group Photo taken at Screening
Participated as staﬀ at 8F
Studio and Rooftop
top, the roof top seemed like a different place in good meaning. I was always interested in lighting, and & Mini Live after shooting
thought I knew the basics about it. But, every works by professional`s were new to me that made me open my eyes, and excited me. I took an individual film on the head of August
using lighting techniques, but this experience have progressed me forward.

PROSPECTIVE EMPLOYEE
Employment Oﬀer to Big Game Company! Becoming Designer he Dreamed Of
Tokyo Communication Arts College
Game Graphics & Character
（3rd Year）

LAI TIANYI
China

JCLI Japanese Language School Shinjuku Campus

Work that decorated the
TCA booth at last year's game show

Making the Production

CAPCOM CO., LTD. ：Designer

Lai has been offered employment from the big game company CAPCOM
Co., Ltd.as game designer. CAPCOM is the company that has presented
marvelous games such as "Monster Hunter" and "Resident Evil
(Bio-Hazard)" .“I knew about TCA from my friends. I participated in a trial
class and was impressed by the educational environment and the
enhancement of corporate projects. After I entered, I participated in 3rd year production
various game company projects, and learned to draw the characters and the world view which companies desired. In
the future, I want to be an art director and make my own game! I will do my best to realize my dream! ”

First Employment offered to TCA`s International student is Large Game Company, Bushiroad!
Tokyo Communication Arts College
Light Novel & Novel Author Course（3rd Year）

ZHU YUTING
China

Yamano Japanese Language School

Bushiroad Co., Ltd. ：Comprehensive work
Project on Production

Have made lots of novel pieces!

Zhu have received the first employment offer among TCA´s international students, from Bushiroad Co., Ltd. Bushiroad is a company that handles card games,
trading card games, game softs, development, production, sales of character goods and production of various contents. Their famous works would be
"Detective Opera Milky Holmes", [LoveLive]. "The reason why I chose TCA was because of it´s high employment rate and professors that work at the frontlines
of the industry. I was the only international student in the class, so I have emphasized the communication with Japanese students. On my graduation year, I have widen my
sensors towards information actively, which thankfully led to employment offer. From now on, being aware that I am international student, will make good use of my language skills
to expand business deployment overseas(especially my home country)". Looking forward to his works later on.
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